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About This Game

A Demon Hunter receives a letter from Daniel, a man begging for help against a demonic infestation from the mountain that he
calls home. The Hunter, in a search for him through the cold and abandoned world, will discover a twisted tale of intimacy and

violence of the past, and must use that knowledge to purge the demons from the once-beautiful land.

- Hand animated 2D characters on a cold and ruined 3D world
- Methodical combat that rewards patience, precision, and knowing the enemies intimately

- A one-sitting narrative of discovering memory fragments that showcase the beauty of the past
- Fully voiced dialogues and narrations

- Optional Narrative Mode for those who don't want difficulty to affect the pacing of the story, without taking away the
intensity of combat
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The Bossman Games - LMS Stanier Black 5. What do i think of it for its Reasonable Price.

Well. Its very detailed, Crisp 3D Models of the Smokebox, Valve Gear, Safety Valves, Cab, Rivets etc.
Accompanied by a decent selection of whistles (some were portted off PR Black 5), but overall nice sounds - great chuffs.

On the basis on how to drive... we'll at first it seem straight forward... but i struggled to get over 40MPH...
However, with good practise, i made my Black 5 run at Mainline Speeds of over 60MPH, and down S&D at 100+ MPH.
People say its hard... but really its mainly focused at advanced players - but there are Driving aids to help with the newcomers -
though they are a bit buggy at most of the times.

Overall, a decent pack, comes with the liveries in BR, LMS and Weathered Varients. Rolling Stock (Mk1s, Mk2 Support, Parcel
Coach, 16T wagons, Brake Van - from Woodhead), and 10 Scenarios.

A Newly Released DLC is bound to cause misfires and calamities... there are bugs... and Bossman Games are currently making
an update to fix them - also the manual is a bit vague occasionally.. This game is full of fun quests and "little" surprises
throughout. I really enjoyed the look of the game, the various areas of the city you can travel to and the quests. It was even fun
just hunting and searching for the badges hidden throughout each level. My only wish is that it would last even longer. But it
gives you a solid 3-4 hours of entertainment and has lots of current humor throughout. (Even poking fun at the current
administration indirectly.)
. Well, at first I was not impressed by this game. It really looked stupid - top down view, graphics and so on. But I've decided to
give a second change ... I did purchese it after all. There really are not graphics to get breathless about. But the more I played
and got the hang of it, the more I enjoyed it. So much so that I decided to change my vote of No to YES. Jip, this small game
has the potential to get really very, very addictive. It's the sort of game that says "give me one more go ... just one".

Happy gaming.. This game just gets boring, as a simple tycoon there isn't much to do BUT rinse and repeat. A lot of useless
features, plus with the game being released before it is finished doesn't bode well. It is a gamble whether or not this game will be
abandoned or may get a few updates of course since it's released updates are probably stopping completely.... Really awesome
indie game, very addicting. I highly recommend this.. this is probably the funniest and generally the best game of its genre that I
have ever played. great stuff :D
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This is an excellent game. I cannot stress that enough. It doesn't look like much, but the strategy really builds up with keeping
your crew alive, while choosing the best grenade to use in any situation. You absolutely cannot go wrong with Pineapple Smash
Crew. A+. I recently started getting back into magic after being inactive for around 15 years. However, other than standard
tournaments, I don't have many opportunities to play against other players, so I figured I needed an online version of magic to
practice. Magic duels is OK to get back into the mechanics and see what other people play, but other than that, it's a HUGE
disappointment:

- Insane grind. buying boosters as a poor kid in the 90ies (p2w in its pure form) was more fun.

- Stupid deck restrictions: rares 2x, uncommons 3x (to keep serious players away or p2w low?)

- Strange format: not pure standard, balance seems off ( banned smuggler's copter still being played, too many cheap removal
spells...)

- Terrible connectivity: connection losses all the time, dropped players get replaced by AI and most of the time, you have to beat
the AI in order to not receive a loss, alt+tab is all it takes to get disconnected, possibly lots of room for exploits. Lags are so hard
that often you can't hit the stop button to react to your opponent, which defeats the whole purpose of playing magic.

- No possibility to interact with other players: no chat, no trade, nothing. Which might be wise, because...

- The duels community equals the bottom of the magic community. You won't find many good matches, real magic fans are
probablly somewhere else to be found. Often enough, playing a removal spell is all that it takes for your opponent to pull the
plug and let the AI take over.... which surprisingly often leads to the AI coming back hard and winning a lost match... and then
there are these \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s just waiting everytime as long as the timer allows (playing a
land after waiting for 1 minute) to make YOU unpatient and disconnect, giving them a default win.

- Always playing against the same decks. Right now: red burn, topters, green ramp, sphinx tutelage. boring.

- The campaigns are a joke. The way they try to tell stories is just unworthy of the magic universe. It's nothing but still images
and written dialouge, combined with a muted 90ies-style render-cutscene at the end of each campaign. And the stories are just
boring. It rather ruins the unvierse for me...

- Presentation is rudimentary at best. Graphics are just the cards, a boring table, generic FX like fireballs and lightnings... even
tablets could do better. There is only 1 music track playing throughout the whole game and it will drive you insane after the 2nd
loop.

I honestly can't find a reason to play this other than getting a very blury first impression of what magic the gathering is and that
it's probably best to stay away from it lol. Do yourself a favor and play real magic or Xmage. I honestly can't understand the
people giving this a thumps up. Probably the kind of people going to McDonalds when they're hungry and liking
every\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on facebook.... Thanks for this game, been waiting for many years for a good
arcade style rally game, Reminds me of the old colin mcrae games and sega rally on the sega saturn, (showning age here)
graphics are top notch but its the handling and gameplay that is important in rally games, This game may not be a simulator but
its one heck of a lot of fun, Awesome tracks and loads of different types of cars, Played the crew 2 and forza 4 but I prefer this
game, The fire and ice dlc is awsome, well worth getting.
I find myself physically leaning into corners to get that pefect power slide round the corners...
The only thing missing is ghost cars, which is a lot of fun to try to beat your best laps.
I would definately recommend this game to anyone looking for a fun arcade style rally game...
Thanks devs.. This is a fun game that is easy to learn and hard to master. I've only gotten part way through the single player
campaign, but after beating each level it leaves you wanting to play 'just one more'. Levels can be challenging but not unfair, and
early game the levels do a good job of teaching you the mechanics of the game. The controls feel very crisp and the sound track
is fantastic.. Applying for a weapons license is more fun and rewarding.. They took my money and ran. One of the few games
that plays a "dong" sound ever hour.
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